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1 Introduction

Households face substantial idiosyncratic labor income risk, and private insurance against

such risk is far from perfect. The presence of uninsurable idiosyncratic earnings risk implies

a potential role of government policies. The present paper examines the e¤ectiveness of

a consumption tax and transfer system as insurance against idiosyncratic earnings risk in

an Aiyagari (1994)-style model with endogenous labor supply. We �nd that the transfer

program is ine¤ective in terms of risk sharing. Expanding the current transfer scheme in the

United States increases consumption volatility and precautionary savings. Thus, aggregate

savings increase and the interest rate falls.

Previous studies, such as Flodén (2001), Flodén and Lindé (2001), and Alonso-Ortiz

and Rogerson (2010), show that a transfer system based on labor income taxes e¤ectively

reduces consumption uncertainty, leading to lower aggregate savings and a higher interest

rate. However, transfer schemes based on consumption and labor income taxes would have

di¤erent implications as insurance because they generate di¤erent distributions of tax bur-

dens across states. Although there have been discussions on increasing consumption taxes

in several countries, the insurance e¤ect of a consumption tax and transfer program is not

fully understood.1

Following Alonso-Ortiz and Rogerson (2010), we analyze a tax and transfer system using

a heterogeneous-agent, incomplete-market model with indivisible labor (e.g., Chang and Kim

(2006, 2007) and Krusell, Mukoyama, Rogerson, and Şahin (2010, 2011)). The indivisibility

of labor is an important characteristic of individual labor supply.2 It is also a natural starting

point in analyzing government insurance and redistribution programs because, as emphasized

by Saez (2002), empirical studies reveal that the extensive margin of labor supply responses

is signi�cant for low-income households, which are likely to be a¤ected the most by such a

1For example, the consumption tax rate increased in Japan from 5% to 8% in April 2014 and will rise
again in October 2019 to 10%. We analyze the Japanese economy in Appendix B.

2Indivisible labor is often rationalized by the 1) coordination among workers within �rms (Alonso-Ortiz
and Rogerson (2010)) and 2) �xed costs of working outside home (Hansen (1985) and Cho and Rogerson
(1988)).
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policy. Furthermore, this class of models accounts well for the inequalities in wealth and

earnings data and therefore is suitable for quantitative analyses.

Speci�cally, the model includes a large number of in�nitely-lived households.3 Households

di¤er in terms of their labor productivity, and their wage is equal to the marginal product

of their labor. Idiosyncratic productivity is stochastic and generates idiosyncratic wage risk.

Asset markets are incomplete. There are only two risk-free assets: government bonds and

physical capital. Hence, households cannot fully insure against idiosyncratic wage risk, and

they partially self-insure using savings. Labor supply is endogenous. Households choose to

work full time or not to work at all. Furthermore, a representative �rm operates with the

neoclassical production function.

We analyze changes in a consumption tax and transfer program in an environment where

the government �nances lump-sum transfers to households and exogenous government con-

sumption through taxes on consumption, capital income, and labor income, as well as using

government bonds. Aiyagari and McGrattan (1998) and Flodén (2001) �nd that these fac-

tor income taxes and government debt improve risk sharing. Thus, we include, but �x

them, changing the consumption tax rate and adjusting transfers endogenously such that

the government budget constraint holds. This allows us to quantify the insurance e¤ect of

consumption taxes and transfers when other policy tools also provide some degree of risk

sharing. We calibrate the model to the U.S. economy and focus on a stationary equilibrium.

We �nd a weak insurance e¤ect of the consumption tax and transfer program. More

speci�cally, expanding the program from its current scale initially worsens risk sharing. The

key to this result is indivisible labor, which implies that households adjust their labor sup-

ply through the extensive margin. Under the current levels of taxes and transfers, wealth

3The use of an in�nitely-lived household model allows a direct comparison between our results and those
of Flodén (2001), Flodén and Lindé (2001), and Alonso-Ortiz and Rogerson (2010), who also analyze a
simple tax and transfer system. Furthermore, as Aiyagari and McGrattan (1998) emphasize, most of the
parameters can be set as in the baseline neoclassical growth model with a representative agent, and the
process for idiosyncratic productivity can be calibrated to micro-level data. A disadvantage is that it is not
possible to analyze the life-cycle implications and intergenerational redistribution or risk sharing. We leave
these issues to future research.
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poor households choose employment in almost all states. As transfers increase, the income

e¤ect causes those households to reduce employment. They do so in states with low pro-

ductivity, living on transfers and enjoying increased leisure. In contrast, in states with high

productivity, they remain employed and work for the same number of hours as before. Im-

portantly, the after-tax wage rate (relative to output) increases here because the aggregate

labor supply decreases and the labor income tax rate remains unchanged. Hence, with the

aforementioned employment responses, the variation in labor income across states increases

substantially. When the level of transfers is low, consumption uncertainty rises as well, in-

creasing precautionary savings. Hence, aggregate savings increase and the interest rate falls.

The reduction in consumption inequality is also moderate because labor income inequality

widens substantially and even with larger lump-sum transfers, total income inequality shows

a small decrease.

In the present model, the transfer system based on labor income taxes provides better

insurance against idiosyncratic wage risk. Although an increase in transfers generates similar

employment responses to those in the program based on consumption taxes, an increase in the

labor income tax rate decreases the after-tax wage rate. Hence, the variation in labor income

across contingencies increases only mildly. With larger transfers, which are independent of

states, the uncertainty in total income decreases. Hence, aggregate savings decrease, while

the interest rate rises. This result is the same as that of Alonso-Ortiz and Rogerson (2010).

Furthermore, the transfer scheme based on consumption taxes is much more e¤ective for

risk sharing and reducing inequality if labor is divisible, that is, if households adjust their

labor supply through the intensive margin. We solve the divisible labor version of our model,

which is similar to that of Aiyagari and McGrattan (1998), Flodén (2001), Flodén and Lindé

(2001), and Pijoan-Mas (2006). As consumption taxes and transfers increase, households

reduce their labor hours (largely) uniformly in all states. With larger lump-sum transfers,

the uncertainty in total resources decreases substantially, reducing precautionary savings.

Hence, extending the tax and transfer program leads to lower aggregate savings and a higher
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interest rate. The reduction in consumption inequality is also substantial.

Lastly, we examine the welfare implications of the consumption tax and transfer pro-

gram. Following Flodén (2001), we decompose the utilitarian welfare gain from expanding

the transfer scheme into the gains from changing uncertainty, inequality, and the level (e¢ -

ciency). We �nd that under indivisible labor, the sum of the uncertainty and inequality gains

is negative, although a further decomposition between the two needs an additional assump-

tion. The level gain is positive. The trade-o¤ is the opposite to that revealed by existing

studies: A more generous transfer system generates welfare gains by reducing uncertainty

and inequality, but produces a welfare loss by lowering e¢ ciency (e.g., Flodén (2001)). In

contrast, the results under divisible labor are in line with the conventional wisdom. These

�ndings con�rm our results that the consumption tax and transfer system is not e¤ective in

providing insurance and reducing inequality under indivisible labor and that the �exibility

in the labor supply improves its e¤ectiveness substantially.

The nature of labor supply responses is also important when designing a tax and transfer

system. For example, Saez (2002) shows that the optimal income transfer program for low-

income individuals, especially the optimal marginal tax rate, depends crucially on whether

individuals adjust their labor supply through the intensive or the extensive margins. Our

analysis complements the work of Saez (2002) and related studies. On the one hand, these

prior studies consider tax and transfer programs that are more �exible than ours are. On

the other hand, while Saez (2002) and others use a static model with no uncertainty, we use

the neoclassical growth model with uninsured idiosyncratic wage risk. The dynamic model

allows us to analyze how a tax and transfer system in�uences capital accumulation, wealth

inequality, and risk sharing. We �nd that those e¤ects also depend crucially on whether

labor supply responses occur along the intensive or extensive margins. To the best of our

knowledge, this is a new result.

This study also contributes to the literature on the macroeconomic e¤ects of increas-
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ing consumption taxes in the presence of heterogeneity and incomplete markets.4 Ventura

(1999), Nishiyama and Smetters (2005), Kitao (2011), and others analyze the aggregate im-

plications of replacing progressive income taxes with �at consumption taxes, including its

e¤ect on consumption uncertainty and inequality, in an overlapping generations model with

life cycles and uninsurable idiosyncratic wage risk. Kitao (2011) also examines the e¤ect

of increasing consumption taxes and transfers, �nding that the policy reduces aggregate

savings and increases the interest rate. These models assume divisible labor and thus our

�nding under divisible labor is consistent with that of Kitao (2011). Correia (2010) uses an

in�nitely-lived, heterogeneous-agent model to analyze the e¤ects of consumption taxes and

transfers on inequality. The model is deterministic and hence the paper does not analyze

the insurance e¤ect. The present study is the �rst to quantify the e¤ect of the consumption

tax and transfer scheme on risk sharing in an in�nitely-lived, heterogeneous-agent model.

The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 presents the model, while

Section 3 explains the parameter values. Section 4 presents the main results, and Section

5 conducts robustness checks. Section 6 concludes the paper. In the appendix, we examine

a transfer program based on labor income taxes for the United States and analyze a con-

sumption tax and transfer scheme for Japan. The numerical method is also explained in the

appendix.

2 Model

Our model is a neoclassical growth model, with uninsured idiosyncratic wage risk and indi-

visible labor, similar to the models of Chang and Kim (2007), Alonso-Ortiz and Rogerson

(2010), and Krusell, Mukoyama, Rogerson, and Şahin (2010, 2011). We explain the model

in the order of �rms, households, and the government.

4In a deterministic model with identical households and perfect �nancial markets, Coleman (2000) �nds
that increasing consumption taxes and reducing capital and labor income taxes greatly improve welfare in
the United States.
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2.1 Firms

A representative �rm rents capital K and labor N from households and produces good Y:

The production function is

Y = K�(zN)1��; (1)

where z denotes labor-augmenting productivity and � 2 (0; 1) is the capital share. Produc-

tivity grows exogenously at a constant rate of g, that is, z
0
= (1 + g)z: Note that a prime

denotes a next-period value hereinafter.

The �rm maximizes its static pro�t, taking the rental rate of capital r and the wage rate

w as given. The �rst-order conditions are

r = �z1��K��1N1�� � � (2)

and

w = (1� �)z1��K�N��; (3)

where � 2 (0; 1) is the capital depreciation rate. Since the economy grows, it is convenient

to divide (some) variables by output and to analyze a stationary equilibrium. The pro�t-

maximizing conditions (2) and (3) are written as:

r =
�
~K
� � (4)

and

~w =
(1� �)

N
; (5)

where ~K = K=Y and ~w = w=Y .
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2.2 Households

There is a continuum of households (measure one). Households are endowed with one unit

of time in each period. Following Chang and Kim (2007), the momentary utility function is

u(c; h) = ln c�  h
1+ 1

'
; (6)

where c is consumption, h is hours worked,  adjusts the disutility of labor, and ' is the

Frisch labor supply elasticity. Labor is indivisible, as in Hansen (1985) and Rogerson (1988).

Households choose to work for �xed hours or not to work at all: h 2
�
0; �h
	
:

Households di¤er in their labor productivity e. Idiosyncratic productivity is mutually

independent and follows a discrete Markov chain. This is the source of idiosyncratic wage

risk.

Households cannot fully insure against idiosyncratic wage risk because asset markets

are incomplete. There are two assets in the economy: physical capital and government

bonds. Since there is no aggregate uncertainty, these two assets are perfect substitutes for

households and both assets earn the (risk-free) interest rate r. At the beginning of each

period, households are distinguished by their current productivity e and total wealth a.

There is a borrowing constraint: a � 0:

De�ne ~a = a=Y . Let V (~a; e) be the beginning-of-period value function, which satis�es

V (~a; e) = max
�
V E(~a; e); V N(~a; e)

	
; (7)

where V E(~a; e) is the value function when households choose employment in the current

period, and V N(~a; e) is the value function when they choose non-employment. Solving the

consumption-saving problem, conditional on the employment choice, determines V E(~a; e)

and V N(~a; e) as:
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V E(~a; e) = max
f~c;~a0g

n
u(~c; �h) + �E[V (~a

0
; e

0
)je]
o

(8)

subject to (1 + � c)~c+ (1 + g)~a
0 � [1 + (1� � k)r]~a+ (1� �n) ~we�h+ ~T

~c � 0; ~a0 � 0;

and

V N(~a; e) = max
f~c;~a0g

n
u(~c; 0) + �E[V (~a

0
; e

0
)je]
o

(9)

subject to (1 + � c)~c+ (1 + g)~a
0 � [1 + (1� � k)r]~a+ ~T

~c � 0; ~a0 � 0;

where ~c = c=Y , � 2 (0; 1) is the discount factor, and E is the conditional expectation. In the

budget constraint, � c, � k; and �n denote the consumption, capital income, and labor income

tax rates, respectively, and ~T = T=Y , where T represents the lump-sum transfers from the

government to households.5

2.3 Government

The government �nances its consumption and lump-sum transfers to households through

taxes, debt, and net imports.6 The government budget constraint is

G+ T + rB = B
0 �B + �nwN + � kr(K +B) + � cC �M; (10)

5The next-period asset ~a
0
is multiplied by (1 + g): The original budget constraint is divided by Y and

a
0
=Y = (Y

0
=Y )(a

0
=Y

0
) = (1 + g)~a

0
:

6We include net imports following Trabandt and Uhlig (2011), from which most of the parameter values
are taken. However, the ratio of net imports to GDP is relatively low in the United States. See the next
section for more details. Hence, excluding net imports, as in Aiyagari and McGrattan (1998) and Flodén
(2001), does not change the main conclusion of this study.
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where G is government consumption, B is government debt, C is aggregate consumption,

and M is net imports. Dividing (10) by Y leads to the following constraint:

~G+ ~T + r ~B = (1 + g) ~B
0 � ~B + �n ~wN + � kr( ~K + ~B) + � c ~C � ~M; (11)

where ~G = G=Y; ~B = B=Y , ~C = C=Y , and ~M = M=Y: In the stationary equilibrium,

~B = ~B
0
:

2.4 Recursive Equilibrium

Let �(~a; e) be the stationary distribution of households over wealth and idiosyncratic pro-

ductivity. Given the government policy ( ~G; ~B; ~M; � c; � k; �n), a stationary competitive equi-

librium is ( ~w; r; V; V E; V N ; ~c; ~a
0
; h; ~K;N; ~C; ~T ;�) that satis�es the following conditions:

1. Households�optimization:

V (~a; e); V E(~a; e); and V N(~a; e) satisfy (7), (8), and (9), respectively, while ~c(~a; e); ~a
0
(~a; e),

and h(~a; e) are the associated policy functions.

2. Firms�optimization:

The representative �rm chooses ~K and N to satisfy (4) and (5).

3. Labor market clearing:

N =

Z
xh(~a; e)d�

4. Asset market clearing:

~K
0
+ ~B

0
=

Z
~a
0
(~a; e)d�

5. Government budget constraint:

The government budget constraint holds, as in (11), with ~C =
Z
~c(~a; e)d�:
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6. Stationary household distribution:

Household decisions and the transition probabilities of e govern the evolution of the

household distribution. Speci�cally, for all D � S,

�(D; e
0
) =

Z
f(~a;e)j~a0 (~a;e)2Dg

�e(e
0je)d�;

where �e(e
0je) is the transition probability from e to e

0
.

Lastly, output Y is computed using (1) as Y = ~K
�

1�� zN: Hence, the government policy

a¤ects the level of output by changing ~K and N , but does not change the growth rate of

output, which is constant at g:

3 Benchmark Parameter Values

We calibrate the above model to the U.S. economy. Table 1 lists the benchmark parameter

values. One period corresponds to one year.

The parameter values are taken primarily from Trabandt and Uhlig (2011). The growth

rate of real GDP g is 0.02 per year. The capital depreciation rate � is 0.07 and the capital

share � is 0.38.

Households work for one-third of their time endowment, when employed: �h = 0:333. This

is the standard assumption made in previous studies, such as Chang and Kim (2006, 2007).

The Frisch elasticity of labor supply ' is 1:0 and the disutility parameter  is adjusted so

that the total hours worked H =

Z
h(~a; e)d� is 0.25, following Trabandt and Uhlig (2011).7

Idiosyncratic productivity e follows a 17-state Markov chain. The Markov chain is ob-

tained by approximating an AR(1) process, ln e
0
= � ln e + "

0
; "

0 � N(�"; �
2
"), using the

method of Tauchen (1986). We set � = 0:94 and �" = 0:205; following Alonso-Ortiz and

Rogerson (2010).8 As Alonso-Ortiz and Rogerson (2010) argue, these values are in line with

7Since labor is indivisible, what matters is the disutility of employment, or  �h1+
1
' . Hence, varying ( ;')

does not a¤ect the equilibrium if  �h1+
1
' is kept unchanged. The distinction between  and ' matters for

the welfare analysis.
8We adjust �" so that the mean of e is 1.0, as in Aiyagari and McGrattan (1998).
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existing estimates.

With respect to the government policy, the benchmark consumption tax rate � c is 0.05.

The labor income tax rate �n is 0.28, while the capital income tax rate � k is 0.36. The share

of government consumption in GDP ~G is 0.18. The ratio of net imports to GDP ~M is 0.04.

The ratio of government debt to GDP ~B is 0.63.

Lastly, we choose the discount factor � so that the after-tax rate of the return on savings

(1� � k)r is 4.0%, at the benchmark parameter values, following Trabandt and Uhlig (2011).

The result is � = 0:9696.

4 Results

We change the consumption tax rate from 0% to 90% in 5% increments and adjust the

transfer-output ratio endogenously such that the government budget constraint (11) holds.9

In contrast, we �x the ratios of government consumption, bonds, and net imports to output

at their benchmark values, following Aiyagari and McGrattan (1998) and Flodén (2001).10

As shown in Figure 1, the transfer-output ratio increases monotonically.11

In order to understand the e¤ect of the tax and transfer program on risk sharing, we

start by examining their e¤ects on the interest rate and the capital-output ratio. Since the

debt-output ratio is constant, the movement of the capital-output ratio tracks the movement

of aggregate savings. In our environment, households face uninsurable idiosyncratic income

risk and engage in precautionary savings. If a larger tax and transfer scheme provides better

insurance, then it would cause aggregate savings to decrease and the interest rate to rise.

Figure 2 shows that the opposite is true and that expanding the tax and transfer system
9The method used in this solution is similar to that used by Aiyagari and McGrattan (1998), Flodén

(2001), Flodén and Lindé (2001), and Alonso-Ortiz and Rogerson (2010). The detail of the method is
explained in Appendix C.
10Our main conclusion does not change when we �x the amounts (not the ratios to output) of the govern-

ment consumption, government bonds, and net imports to those under the initial tax rate (� c = 0:05 in our
case), as in Trabandt and Uhlig (2011). See the next section for more details.
11There is no peak in the consumption La¤er curve. In addition to the transfer-output ratio, the amount

of transfers increases monotonically as well. The same result holds when labor is divisible, as shown later
and by Feve, Matheron, and Sahuc (2013).
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from the current U.S. level actually worsens risk sharing. For example, consider an increase

in the consumption tax rate from 5% to 35%. This corresponds to raising the tax rate from

the U.S. rate to the rate in Denmark (Trabandt and Uhlig (2011)). The increase in the tax

rate increases the transfer-output ratio enormously from 0.116 to 0.289. In spite of the large

increase in transfers, the interest rate falls from 4.0% to 3.9%, while the capital-output ratio

increases from 2.87 to 2.90.

The degree of risk sharing can also be inferred from the dispersion of consumption across

states. One measure is the Gini coe¢ cient for consumption, although this also re�ects

consumption inequality across households. The upper-right panel of Figure 3 shows that

an extension of the transfer scheme leads to a small change in consumption uncertainty.12

When the tax rate is raised from 5% to 35%, the Gini actually increases slightly from 0.238

to 0.241.

These results are counter-intuitive and contrast with those of the transfer system based on

labor income taxes, as shown in Flodén (2001), Flodén and Lindé (2001), and Alonso-Ortiz

and Rogerson (2010).

Labor supply adjustments should be responsible for the results. If labor supply is �xed

exogenously and is invariant to the scale of the tax and transfer program, then a more

generous program would surely make resources across states more equal, improving risk

sharing. Hence, we next examine changes in labor supply. As shown in Figure 4, aggregate

labor hours, measured in both raw and e¢ ciency units, decrease with the consumption tax

rate. The reduction in aggregate labor input raises the wage rate (relative to output), as

implied by (5). Since the labor income tax rate is constant, the after-tax wage rate increases.

An important feature of the present model is that indivisible labor causes the reduction

in labor hours to vary substantially across states. In states with low productivity, households

switch from employment to non-employment, live on transfers, and enjoy increased leisure.

12A similar pattern is observed for other measures on uncertainty and inequality, such as the standard
deviation of the log of consumption. We use the Gini coe¢ cient throughout the paper as a measure of the
dispersion across states and the inequality across households. Labor earnings and wealth can be zero and
hence we cannot apply the log transformation.
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In contrast, in states with high productivity, households remain employed and work for

the same number of hours as before.13 With these employment changes and the increased

wage rate, the variation in labor income across states increases substantially, as shown by

the movement of the labor income Gini in Figure 3. When the level of transfers is low,

consumption uncertainty also increases, especially for low-wealth households, increasing their

incentive to save for self-insurance purposes. This is evidenced by the result in Figure 5,

which shows that the number of low-wealth households decreases initially as the consumption

tax rate increases.

Furthermore, since the number of low-wealth households decreases and wealth-rich house-

holds decrease their savings in response to a lower interest rate, the wealth Gini decreases

as the tax and transfer program is extended. Since labor income inequality increases sub-

stantially, even with larger transfers, total income inequality remains essentially unchanged.

Hence, consumption inequality is largely unchanged.

The tax and transfer system is much more e¤ective in providing insurance and reducing

inequality under divisible labor. We resolve our model, allowing households to choose any

level of labor hours below their time endowment. We maintain the same parameter values as

those in the indivisible labor case, except for the discount factor and the disutility of labor,

which are adjusted to match the same targets as the indivisible labor model.14 Note that the

results for the divisible labor case are also presented in Figures 1�5. The �exibility of labor

supply has little in�uence on the transfer-output ratio. However, it substantially improves

the ability of the transfer program in improving risk sharing. When labor is divisible, an

extension of the transfer system causes the capital-output ratio to decrease and the interest

rate to increase. The consumption Gini also decreases.

13These employment responses can be inferred by comparing the movements of raw and e¢ ciency-weighted
hours. E¢ ciency-weighted labor decreases far less substantially than hours worked in raw units do. This
implies that households reduce their employment in states with low productivity by more than they do in
states with high productivity. Alonso-Ortiz and Rogerson (2010) show that a similar result holds when labor
income taxes and transfers increase and the composition e¤ect is responsible for cross-country di¤erences in
labor productivity.
14Speci�cally, we set � = 0:9711 and  = 4:80:
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Under divisible labor, households reduce their labor hours (largely) uniformly in all con-

tingencies. Accordingly, with larger transfers, which are independent of states, households

face less volatile total income and consumption, reducing their incentive to save for self-

insurance. Hence, aggregate savings decrease as consumption-tax �nanced transfers increase,

leading to a higher interest rate and a lower capital-output ratio. This is also evidenced by

the result in Figure 4, which shows that the number of low-wealth households increases

monotonically with the consumption tax rate. The wealth Gini increases with the consump-

tion tax rate because the number of low-wealth households increases and the higher interest

rate increases the savings of wealth-rich households. Consumption inequality across house-

holds is reduced substantially because labor income inequality increases modestly and with

larger transfers, the inequality in the total income substantially decreases.

Next, we explore the welfare implication of extending the consumption tax and transfer

program. Our welfare measure is utilitarian, as in the most related studies. We then use

the method of Flodén (2001) to decompose the welfare gain of an extension of the transfer

program into gains arising from changes in the level (e¢ ciency), uncertainty, and inequality.

The utilitarian welfare under a certain scale of the program is given by

U =
lnY0
1� �

+
� ln(1 + g)

(1� �)2
+

Z Z
V (~a; e)d�(~a; e); (12)

where Y0 is the level of output at the initial level of productivity (z0 = 1:0 for normalization).

The �rst term captures the level of output or consumption. The second term is policy

invariant and merely adjusts the exogenous growth. The third term is the utilitarian welfare

for the stationary equilibrium computed above.

Consider a change in the scale of the tax and transfer program, changing the consumption

tax rate from the initial rate of 5% to a new rate. Let !U be the utilitarian welfare gain of

the policy change. The welfare gain is expressed as a fraction of consumption at the initial

tax rate. Speci�cally, the number shows by how much consumption at the initial tax rate
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must increase at all states and dates in order to achieve the utilitarian welfare attained at

the new tax rate. Given the utility function,

!U = exp[�(Unew � Uinitial)]� 1; (13)

where Unew and Uinitial are the utilitarian welfare measures under the new and initial tax

rates, respectively.

As shown in Flodén (2001), !U is decomposed as follows:

!U = (1 + !lev)(1 + !unc)(1 + !ine)� 1; (14)

where !lev is the level gain, !unc is the uncertainty gain, and !ine is the inequality gain.

The level gain !lev captures the welfare gain arising from a change in the level of aggregate

consumption (i.e., a change in aggregate leisure is compensated), assuming no uncertainty

and no inequality (in a representative household). The uncertainty gain !unc is the gain

in the uncertainty cost, which is computed as the welfare di¤erence between having the

average consumption and leisure and having the average certainty-equivalent consumption

and leisure. The inequality gain !ine is the di¤erence in the cost of inequality, which is

computed as the di¤erence between the welfare of having the average certainty-equivalent

consumption and leisure and the average welfare of having certainty-equivalent consumption

and leisure. Since a pair of certainty-equivalent consumption and leisure is not unique, we

follow Flodén (2001) in �xing the certainty-equivalent leisure in two ways: setting labor

hours to the optimal choice in the current period (h = hopt) and setting it to the economy

average (h = H). As shown below, the choice only a¤ects the decomposition between the

inequality and uncertainty gains, keeping the sum of the two and the level gain unchanged.

Figure 6 shows the result for the indivisible labor economy. The welfare decomposition

con�rms our earlier results. When labor is indivisible, increasing consumption taxes initially

worsens uncertainty and inequality. In contrast, the level improves. For example, when the
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consumption tax rate is raised from 5% to 35%, the level gain is 1.4%, while the sum of

the uncertainty and inequality gains is �2.7%. These results are the opposite to those in

the usual trade-o¤ for a transfer program, that is, insurance and equity versus ine¢ ciency.

The positive level gain arises in the present setup for the following reason. As transfers

increase, less productive households stop working, and hence the average productivity of

employed households increases. This allows households to enjoy a large increase in leisure

with a relatively small decrease in consumption, thus improving e¢ ciency. The worsening

uncertainty and inequality are consistent with the earlier result. The decomposition into

the inequality and uncertainty gains depends on how we determine the certainty-equivalent

leisure. When we use h = hopt, the inequality gain is �4.1% and the uncertainty gain is

1.4%. When we use h = H, the inequality gain is 1.4% and the uncertainty gain is �4.1%.

Hence, the signs of the gains di¤er between h = hopt and h = H: However, the sum of

the uncertainty and inequality gains remains unchanged and is still negative, even when the

consumption tax rate reaches 90%. Indeed, reducing the tax rate from the current level

improves the sum of the inequality and uncertainty gains.

As shown in Figure 7, the welfare implication for the divisible labor economy is also in

line with our earlier results. Under divisible labor, expanding the tax and transfer system

improves uncertainty and inequality in terms of welfare. For example, when the consumption

tax rate is raised from 5% to 35%, the sum of the inequality and uncertainty gains is 2.7%.

Furthermore, the extension of the program improves both uncertainty and inequality. When

we use h = hopt, the inequality gain is 1.7% and the uncertainty gain is 1.0%. When we use

h = H, the inequality gain is 1.5% and the uncertainty gain is 1.2%. In contrast, the level

cost is 3.7%. The composition e¤ect is much weaker here than it is in the indivisible labor

case. Hence, a more generous transfer system decreases average consumption substantially

and reduces welfare in terms of the level, even when an increase in leisure is taken into

account.

The analysis in this section suggests that the consumption tax and transfer program is
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ine¤ective for insurance and redistribution when households adjust their labor supply along

the extensive margin. The divisibility of labor substantially increases the ability of the

program in improving risk sharing and reducing inequality.

5 Robustness Checks

This section examines the robustness of the results in the previous section. First, following

Alonso-Ortiz and Rogerson (2010), we consider larger labor hours H = 0:33 and �h = 0:407

under indivisible labor (I-H). Second, we set the process for idiosyncratic productivity to that

used in Aiyagari and McGrattan (1998) for both indivisible and divisible labor: � = 0:60

and � = 0:24 (I-IP and D-IP). The persistence is close to the lower bound of the persistence

assumed in previous works, and the process for idiosyncratic productivity generates a much

smaller dispersion of wages than it does in the benchmark case. For these two kinds of

robustness checks, we reset the discount factor and the labor disutility so that the after-

tax interest rate and aggregate labor hours match their targets. Table 2 summarizes these

parameter values. Third, following Trabandt and Uhlig (2011), we analyze cases in which

the levels of government consumption, government bonds, and net imports are �xed at those

under the benchmark tax rate (I-LV and D-LV), instead of their ratios to output. These

cases use the same parameter values as those in the benchmark case.15

Figure 8 displays the capital-output ratio and the consumption Gini. In all cases with

indivisible labor, expanding the tax and transfer system is not e¤ective in terms of reducing

consumption uncertainty and inequality. Raising the consumption tax rate from the current

rate of 5% increases the capital-output ratio, or aggregate savings, thereby reducing the

interest rate. The dispersion of consumption across states and households is also largely

15We also change the relative risk aversion � and the Frisch labor supply elasticity ' under divisible labor,
assuming that the momentary utility function for � > 0 and � 6= 1 is

u(c; h) =
1

1� �

n
c1��[1�  (1� �)h1+

1
' ]� � 1

o
;

as in Trabandt and Uhlig (2011). We try � = 2:0 and ' = 0:5 and 2:0. Our main results did not change.
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insensitive to the scale of the government transfer program.

In contrast, for all cases with divisible labor, the consumption tax and transfer system

is much more e¤ective in terms of improving risk sharing and reducing inequality. The

capital-output ratio decreases monotonically with the consumption tax rate, thereby raising

the interest rate. The dispersion of consumption also decreases substantially.

Table 3 shows the welfare implications, listing the optimal consumption tax rate and the

welfare gains from raising the tax rate from 5% to 35%.16 The sum of the inequality and

uncertainty gains is negative under indivisible labor and hence an increase in the tax and

transfer program worsens welfare in terms of inequality and uncertainty. In contrast, under

divisible labor, the sum of the inequality and uncertainty gains is always positive, suggesting

that the transfer scheme works as insurance and redistribution.

The analysis in this section shows that our main results are robust to individual labor

hours, the process for idiosyncratic productivity, and the way in which the other government

policy variables are adjusted.

6 Conclusion

One rationale for a tax and transfer program is to enhance risk sharing against idiosyncratic

earnings risk. We analyzed the insurance e¤ect of a consumption tax and transfer system

using a heterogeneous-agent, incomplete-market model with idiosyncratic wage risk and indi-

visible labor. We found that the transfer program is ine¤ective as insurance. Even when the

program is expanded enormously by raising the consumption tax rate from the U.S. to the

Danish rate, households face greater consumption uncertainty, causing aggregate savings to

increase and the interest rate to fall. Consumption inequality is also largely una¤ected. The

transfer program is much more e¤ective in reducing consumption uncertainty and inequality

when labor is divisible.
16The optimal consumption tax rate � c is expressed as a percentage. The welfare gains (!U ; !lev; !ine +

!unc) are expressed as a percentage of the consumption at the 5% tax rate. Recall that the sum of the
inequality and uncertainty gains is independent of how we determine the certainty-equivalent leisure.
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There are several directions for future research. First, it would be interesting to analyze

lump-sum transfers and other �scal policies in a model where labor supply responds through

both intensive and extensive margins, such as the model recently developed by Chang, Kim,

Kwon, and Rogerson (2014). A relevant extension is to use a two-earner model, such as that

of Chang and Kim (2006).17 Second, the life-cycle implications as well as intergenerational

risk sharing and redistribution should be examined using an overlapping generations model.
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Symbol Meaning Value

� Discount factor 0.9696

g Growth rate 0.02

� Capital depreciation rate 0.07

� Capital share 0.38

�h Individual hours worked 0.33

' Frisch labor supply elasticity 1.0

 Labor disutility 6.09

H Aggregate hours worked 0.25

� Persistence in idiosyncratic productivity 0.94

�" Volatility of idiosyncratic productivity shocks 0.205

� c Consumption tax rate 0.05

�n Labor income tax rate 0.28

� k Capital income tax rate 0.36

~G Government consumption-output ratio 0.18

~M Net import-output ratio 0.04

~B Debt-output ratio 0.63

Table 1: Baseline parameter values.
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indivisible indivisible divisible

large labor less persistent risk less persistent risk

(I-H) (I-IP) (D-IP)

� 0.9714 0.9791 0.9794

 4.26 6.18 5.22

H 0.33 0.25 0.25

�h 0.407 0.333 NA

� 0.94 0.60 0.60

�" 0.205 0.24 0.24

Table 2: Parameter values for robustness checks.
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Optimal � c !U !lev !ine + !unc

D 10 �1.0 �4.3 3.4

D-LV 0 �3.7 �6.5 3.0

D-IP 0 �4.5 �5.1 0.7

I 10 �1.2 3.2 �4.2

I-LV 5 �3.7 0.0 �3.6

I-IP 0 �4.8 �1.6 �3.3

I-H 10 �2.5 5.2 �7.1

Table 3: Welfare.
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Figure 1: Transfers-output ratio. I: baseline indivisible labor. D: baseline divisible labor.

Horizontal axis: consumption tax rate � c.
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Figure 2: Interest rate and capital-output ratio. I: baseline indivisible labor. D: baseline

divisible labor. Horizontal axis: consumption tax rate � c.
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Figure 3: Inequality. I: baseline indivisible labor. D: baseline divisible labor. Horizontal

axis: consumption tax rate � c.
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Figure 4: Aggregate labor input, wage rate, and output. I: baseline indivisible labor. D:

baseline divisible labor. Horizontal axis: consumption tax rate � c.
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Figure 5: Cumulative asset distribution for consumption tax rates of 0%, 20%, 40%, and

60%. Horizontal axis: wealth.
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Figure 6: Welfare under indivisible labor. The horizontal axis shows the welfare gain,

which is expressed as a percentage of consumption at the initial tax rate (5%). We determine

the certainty-equivalent leisure in two ways: setting hours to the current level (h = hopt)

and setting it to the economy average (h = H): Horizontal axis: consumption tax rate � c.
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Figure 7: Welfare under divisible labor. The horizontal axis shows the welfare gain, which

is expressed as a percentage of consumption at the initial tax rate (5%). We determine the

certainty-equivalent leisure in two ways: setting hours to the current level (h = hopt) and

setting it to the economy average (h = H): Horizontal axis: consumption tax rate � c.
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Figure 8: Capital-output ratio and consumption Gini. I: baseline indivisible labor. D:

baseline divisible labor. I-H: I with large hours. I (D)-IP: I (D) with less persistent produc-

tivity. I (D)-LV: I (D) with �xed levels of government consumption, bonds, and net imports.

Horizontal axis: consumption tax rate � c.
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Appendix A: Labor Income Taxes

We analyze the transfer program �nanced through labor income taxes using our benchmark

indivisible and divisible labor models. We change the labor income tax rate from 0% to

90% in 5% increments and adjust transfers endogenously such that the government budget

constraint (11) holds. Unlike consumption taxes, there is a peak in the La¤er curve for labor

income taxes. The highest transfer-output ratio is lower than that attained in the program

based on consumption taxes, as shown in Figure 9. In fact, the transfer-output ratio also

has a peak under indivisible labor.

Nonetheless, the labor income tax and transfer system improves risk sharing under both

indivisible and divisible labor. As shown in Figure 10, when the labor income tax rate rises,

the capital-output ratio and the dispersion of consumption both decrease monotonically.

These results are in line with those of previous studies, such as Flodén (2001) (divisible

labor) and Alonso-Ortiz and Rogerson (2010) (indivisible labor). In the case of labor income

taxes, a hike in the tax rate decreases the after-tax wage rate, mitigating an increase in

labor income volatility. With larger transfers, the uncertainty and inequality in total income

decrease substantially. Hence, expanding the tax and transfer system reduces consumption

uncertainty and inequality.
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Figure 9: Transfers-output ratio for labor income taxes. I: baseline indivisible labor. D:

baseline divisible labor. Horizontal axis: labor income tax rate �n.
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Figure 10: Capital-output ratio and consumption Gini for labor income taxes. I: baseline

indivisible labor. D: baseline divisible labor. Horizontal axis: labor income tax rate �n.
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Appendix B: Consumption Taxes in Japan

We calibrate our model to the Japanese economy and analyze the e¤ect of changing con-

sumption taxes and transfers on risk sharing. The exercise can be seen as an additional

robustness check.

B.1 Parameter Values

Table 4 lists the parameter values. These are taken mostly from Nutahara (2015), who

determines those values based on previous studies, such as Hayashi and Prescott (2002),

Sugo and Ueda (2008), and Gunji and Miyazaki (2011). The capital depreciation rate � is

0.06 and the capital share � is 0.37.

Hours worked when employed �h are 0:333, as in the U.S. case. The Frisch labor supply

elasticity is 1.0. The disutility of labor  is adjusted such that the total hours worked H is

0.212, as in Nutahara (2015).

The stochastic process for idiosyncratic productivity is typically estimated using panel

data of individual wages. However, such panel data is limited in Japan. Hence, we use the

U.S. values: � = 0:94 and �� = 0:205. The calibrated model generates the wealth Gini,

similar to the empirical value documented in Lise, Sudo, Suzuki, Yamada, and Yamada

(2014).

The capital income tax rate � k is 0.52, while the labor income tax rate �n is 0.29. The

share of government consumption in GDP ~G is 0.154. The ratio of net imports to GDP ~M

is �0.016. The ratio of government debt to GDP ~B is 1.11.

Note that two departures from Nutahara (2015) are the benchmark consumption tax rate

� c and the growth rate of real GDP g. We set their values to the average values between

1995 and 2013: � c = 0:05 and g = 0:01.

Lastly, we choose the discount factor � so that the after-tax rate of the return on savings

(1� � k)r is 2.06%, following Nutahara (2015). The result is � = 0:9802.
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B.2 Results

We conduct the same exercise for the U.S. economy (see Figure 11). As in the United

States, the consumption tax and transfer program is ine¤ective in terms of insurance and

redistribution. Expanding the transfer program from the current level slightly increases the

capital-output ratio (or aggregate savings), thereby reducing the interest rate. The dispersion

of consumption also increases. The consumption tax and transfer program is e¤ective for risk

sharing and reducing inequality when labor is divisible, as in the United States.18 Expanding

the program reduces aggregate savings, raising the interest rate. Consumption inequality

also decreases substantially.

18For the divisible labor version of our model, we set � = 0:9829 and  = 6:75; matching the targets of
the interest rate and aggregate hours worked.
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Symbol Meaning Value

� Discount factor 0.9802

g Growth rate 0.01

� Capital depreciation rate 0.06

� Capital share 0.37

�h Individual hours worked 0.333

' Frisch labor supply elasticity 1.0

 Labor disutility 7.31

H Aggregate hours worked 0.212

� Persistence in idiosyncratic productivity 0.94

�" Volatility of idiosyncratic productivity shocks 0.205

� c Consumption tax rate 0.05

�n Labor income tax rate 0.29

� k Capital income tax rate 0.52

~G Government consumption-output ratio 0.154

~M Net import-output ratio �0.016

~B Debt-output ratio 1.11

Table 4: Parameter values for Japanese economy.
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Figure 11: Capital-output ratio and consumption Gini for Japan. I: indivisible labor. D:

divisible labor. Horizontal axis: consumption tax rate � c.
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Appendix C: Numerical method

Here, we explain the method used to solve the household optimization problem and to �nd

the stationary household distribution.

1. Discretize the idiosyncratic state (~a; e). Set 10 log-spaced points over [0, 20] for assets

~a: For idiosyncratic productivity e, set 17 evenly spaced points over [�3�"=
p
1� �2,

3�"=
p
1� �2]; and compute the transition matrix using the method of Tauchen (1986).

2. Set a guess for the after-tax interest rate (1 � � k)r and aggregate labor input N .

The wage rate ~w is given by (5). Then, the transfer-output ratio ~T is given by the

government budget constraint of (11), with the aggregate resource constraint, 1 =

~C + ~G+ � ~K, where the capital-output ratio ~K is computed from (4).

3. Given (� c; �n; � k; r; ~w; ~T ), solve the household optimization problem and obtain the

beginning-of-period value function V (~a; e).

(a) Set a guess for the beginning-of-period value function V 0(~a; e).

(b) Solve the consumption-saving problem for each employment choice, as in (8)

and (9). Use the cubic spline interpolation to approximate the conditional ex-

pectation at ~a
0
o¤ their grid points. If V E(~a; e) � V N(~a; e), then households

with ~a and e choose to work. Otherwise, they do not work. Set V (~a; e) =

max
�
V E(~a; e); V N(~a; e)

	
.

(c) If V (~a; e) becomes su¢ ciently close to V 0(~a; e), then proceed to the next step.

Otherwise, update the value function to V 0(~a; e) = V (~a; e) and return to (b).

4. Compute the stationary distribution of households �(~a; e).

(a) Choose points used to approximate the distribution. Use 250 log-spaced points

over [0; 20] for ~a; and the points chosen in Step 1 for e.
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(b) Using V (~a; e) obtained in Step 3 (c), solve the household problem this time for

250 � 17 pairs of (~a; e); and determine their optimal asset holding ~a0(~a; e) and

hours worked h(~a; e).

(c) Suppose ~am � ~a
0
(~a; e) < ~am+1, where ~am and ~am+1 are two sequential asset

points. Starting from an initial guess, keep updating the distribution until the

distribution converges as follows: Households with (~a; e) move to (~am; e
0
); with

probability !�e(e
0je); and to (~am+1; e

0
); with probability (1 � !)�e(e

0je), where

! = (~am+1� ~a
0
)=(~am+1� ~am). The result is the stationary household distribution

�(~a; e).

5. Check whether the asset and labor markets clear: ~K =

Z
ad�� ~B andN =

Z
eh(~a; e)d�.

If the market-clearing conditions are nearly satis�ed, then stop. Otherwise, set di¤erent

guesses for (1� � k)r and N and repeat Steps 2�5.
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